Cotton crop at Llara find a new home in select Australian locations to provide new economic opportunity across Northern Australia. Australia retains a wealth of germplasm from prior attempts in the 70s and 80s to components produced from either the leaf canopy or the abundance of seed produced on each the functional properties of the edible protein (up to 30% protein) and oil (omega 3 containing)

The Sydney Institute of Agriculture recently established a partnership with Defugo Technologies who for an Australian audition as a potential rotational crop with common grain production systems, but
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cover crops to improve soil condition as well trialling different composting systems such as wire mesh Pocket City Farms

Urban Agriculture

university to connect with those in Fiji to kick start Aggie Global. Since they started Aggie in 2018, they have been able to redirect over $66,000 to smallholder

The aim is to provide the agricultural community with the tools and knowledge on how to incorporate

in agricultural investment.

of different water inputs and stores. For example, in the newsletter you will find work on using earth applications, such as water accounting.

WaterSENSE

this variability. This is highlighted by the awful situation in Queensland and NSW recently which heterogeneity regulates the key processes in soil, namely carbon stabilisation and water availability in

the most modern technologies as explained below.

And, yes, I think it is true that soil is the most complex biomaterial on Earth. In 1

Building a local organic vegetable seed industry

Organic agriculture requires organically certified seed produced using guidelines that prohibit the use

in environmental footprint, and promoting diversification and value adding for greater returns across the

community and industry. Agriculture is a growth industry, and the University of Sydney is increasingly

represent broad cross-faculty engagement and application to agriculture, that delivers outcomes for

opportunity to highlight areas requiring attention as well as reflecting on
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